Hecht Electronic AG

Quality
is not a
matter
of
chance

Controlling the measurement
conformity is a necessarity in all lines
of production.
Whether for spot checks on the
production line, or for installing and
adjusting operating machines, only
accurate measuring can assure that
the quality complies with the given
task. The time factor and the comprehension of the test play a big roll.
Costs should be reduced and the off
times of the production machines
should be limited.
Customer claims and complaints
should kept at a minimum. High
customer satisfaction trough high
quality is an advantage in competitive
trade. The measuring tables from
Hecht measure flat components from
all sectors.
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Fast, precise and convenient.
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PC-DesQ
with computer controlled operator guidance

The computer controlled Hecht PCDesQ is easy and safe to operate with
a clearly arranged Operator guidance
system employing a touch screen
monitor. The user is taken step by step
through an earlier constructed
measurement program. The next step
is shown graphically on the monitor
by a drawing of the object to be
measured. The user is able to receive
an overview of the results within
seconds through the integrated target/
actual comparison and the coloured
marking of the results, and can
immediately intervene in the
production process to correct recognized mistakes.
Measuring programs are constructed,
whereby the points to be measured
are simply clicked on the CAD drawing. The measuring program
provides a complete and understandable measurement and a complete
documentation. The measuring results
can be downloaded onto a computer
or a network server, and can be given
as a protocol.
Even for ISO - certified companies,
there is no need for further effort in
documenting the measuring results.
The PC-DesQ is the standard version
that comes complete with:
• a turret head with 6 measuring
adapters
• Z-axis for depth measurement
• a vacuum suction system for a secure
hold of the objects to be measured
The measuring table can be used to
feel out an existing object, and from
this to produce a CAD - drawing.
The PC-DesQ is a measuring medium,
with which all occuring measurement
tasks involving flat workpieces can be
accomplished fast and accurately.
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Fast and intelligent.
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Kombi-DesQ
combines measuring technology

The all-purpose measuring table
Kombi-DesQ combines all the advantages of the PC-DesQ with the opportunities of a non touch measurement.
Here are two measuring systems
combined in one measuring table. The
Kombi-DesQ has a mechanical measuring arm, equipped with a 6-folded
turret head and a camera. The crosshair in the live picture of the camera
shows the position.
During a measurement, both systems
can be used back and forth. All workpieces that can not be touched
mechanically can be measured with
the camera.
Thin sheet metal, foil, fabric, foam or
taut wire can be precisely measured.
There is no limit to the measuring
combinations. The measuring surface
consists of an exact granite slab which
allows Kombi-DesQ to meet the highest
standards. The easy and user-friendly
measuring software supports the user
in every step.
At the same time all the data is
accurately documented and stored.
Through a combined measuring
method - mechanical and non touch there are many new benefits.
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Quality will always win...
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Opto-DesQ
fully automatic optical coordinate measuring machine

The fully automatic Hecht measuring
table Opto-Desq is the product of
consistent and continuing development of the measuring table PC-Desq.
This table is equipped with a camera
system and a special vision software
that provides highly accurate measuring results. A highly precise cut granite
slab serves as the measuring surface.
The high measurement speed of the
Opto-DesQ allows for a maximum
amount of random sampling, even at
high level production facilities. When
the production line is started, the
measuring table begins controlling,
and the operator is assured an
accurate and complete setting.
The Opto-DesQ is programmed through
application of CAD-drawings or with
“Teach In”.
Complicated geometry can be
measured with Opto-DesQ.
The software allwos various forms to
be measured through geometrical
derivation. The center distance of
radius and ellipses or angles, between
any given line, can be measured. All
data that is difficult to measure by
normal means can be measured.
Using the camera measuring system
with incident light, it is possible to
measure either pocket holes, grooves
or rounding-off.

The Opto-DesQ measures every workpieces fast, dependable and independent of the operator.
At the end of each measurement, the
operator obtains a complete documentation of test results.
Measurement outside the tolerance
level are marked red. The machine
operator has a quick overview and
can intervene immediately.
The Opto-DesQ can also optionally be
equipped with a tactile or optical
measurement which can measure, for
example, drill hole depth or material
strength.
This can avoid production down time
and improve efficiency.
The quality control of elements that
cannot be measured manually is an
elemental part of production.
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Simple and reliable.
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Standard-DesQ
manual and precise

The Standard-Desq is for precise manual
measurement of surface workpieces.
The standard measuring table DesQ is
offered alternatively as a 2-axis device
or as a 3-axis with depth measurement.
It allows for exact measuring of length,
width, thickness, drill positions, drilldepth and angle devitations.
All axes can be relatively zeroed at
any arbitrary position. Because of the
changeover from absolute to relative
measurements, the DesQ can be
flexibly used.
For example, drilling coordinates can
be measured absolute from the zero
point and relative to each other.
The Standard-Desq is available with
following options:
• Z-Axis for depth measurement
• turret head with 6 measuring
adapters for fast change over
measuring adapters
• vacuum suction system for a secure
hold of the workpiece
• printer for documentation of the
measuring results
The Standard-Desq is known for its
precision and simple handling.
It is the easiest measuring table for
quality control.
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Setting the tone...
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Ultra-DesQ
measurement technology for quality-norms

The Hecht Ultra-Desq sets the emphasis
with its precision and technical
conversion. The measurement portal
is designed as a 3-axis system. Special
measurement adapters are available
for different measurement tasks.
Various areas for measurement
applications are given.
For example, the Ultra-Desq is used for
quality control of profiled floor
elements (laminate). Following
measurements can be carried out by
DIN EN 13329: Length, width, parallelism, angle, accuracy, thickness,
dimension and position of slot and
groove, and evenness. A precisely cut
granite slab serves as the foundation
of the measuring table.
The measurement values are clearly
shown. The results are given to a data
storage over a serial interface, for
example a PC.
Further areas of application:
Parquet, profiles and metal.
The Ultra-Desq is a measuring machine
that fulfils the highest demands of
accuracy for a measuring table.
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Special solutions
that go beyond our line of products...

We also construct measuring tables
and systems according to the needs
of our customers.
Examples for customised measuring
tables are:

Future technology today
the new Hecht profile
measurement click-laminates

• measuring tables for suspended
measurements of acoustic covering
elements
• measuring table for quality control..
..of hard foam boards
..of offset printing boards
..of wire positions
..of gaskets in the automobile industry
..of car body parts

Measuring the complicated profile
forms of the new laminate generation
presents a big challenge.
It should be carried out in a precise,
fast and safe way.
We have invested much effort in
finding solutions and becoming
acquainted with this task.
The system guarantees a maximum
in measuring precision, operating
comfort and speed.

The profile form is calculated from
the measured value and the rotation
angle.

profile form1

profile form 2

Drehpunkt
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